I. For each of the following questions, choose the most appropriate answer from the choices provided. (每題 3 分，共 30 分)

1. Which of the following sounds does NOT belong to the natural class of sibilants?
   (A) /s/
   (B) /ʃ/
   (C) /tʃ/
   (D) /θ/

2. In the sentence *I want a motorcycle VERDE*, the English word “green” is replaced with its Spanish equivalent. This phenomenon is often viewed as
   (A) code-switching.
   (B) language transfer.
   (C) variation.
   (D) loaned words.

3. The English phrase “have to” being pronounced as *[ˈhæfte]* instead of *[ˈhævta]* is an example of _____ in the English sound system.
   (A) elision
   (B) assimilation
   (C) deletion
   (D) coalescence

4. The English word “night” shares the same origin with the German word “Nacht.” They are believed to have a common origin “nykt” in Greek. The phenomenon is often known as
   (A) cognates
   (B) transformation
   (C) metagenesis
   (D) family

※尚有試題，請翻頁繼續作答※
5. Which of the following statements CANNOT be regarded as a principle of “iconicity” in functional-cognitive linguistics?
   (A) Quantity principle: conceptual complexity corresponds to formal complexity
   (B) Temporal principle: the chronological order reflects the weight of significance
   (C) Proximity principle: conceptual distance tends to match with linguistic distance
   (D) Sequential order principle: the sequential order of events described is mirrored in the speech chain

6. Which of the following does NOT fit within the Comprehension Approach?
   (A) Curran’s Community Language Learning
   (B) Asher’s Total Physical Response
   (C) Winitz’ The Learnables
   (D) Lewis’s the Lexical Approach

7. Since Audio-Lingual Method embodies the structural view of language, its teaching content may be specified and organized by _____.
   (A) grammatical units
   (B) interaction patterns
   (C) notions
   (D) topics

8. Which of the following is true about error treatment?
   (A) All error treatment is error correction.
   (B) Local errors by definition often call for some sort of correction.
   (C) The Natural Approach recommends no direct treatment of error.
   (D) Too much error treatment may result in the learner’s fossilization of errors.

9. Which of the following feature does NOT belong to Communicative Language Teaching?
   (A) Reading and writing are deferred until speech is mastered.
   (B) Language functions might be emphasized over forms.
   (C) Judicious use of students’ native language is permitted.
   (D) Authentic materials are used to expose students to natural language.

10. _____________ claims that second language acquisition requires the learner’s attention and effort at first. Through practice and experience, learners can eventually become automatic for speaking and understanding.
    (A) Behaviorism
    (B) Cognitive theory
    (C) Creative construction theory
    (D) Connectionism

※尚有試題，請翻頁繼續作答※
Ⅱ. **Explain the following terms in English with an illustrative example. Your example can be either in English or in Chinese.** (每题 5 分，共 30 分)

1. allomorph
2. tone sandhi
3. deixis
4. clarification request
5. context-reduced communication
6. reciprocal listening task

Ⅲ. **Answer the following questions either in English or in Chinese.** (共 5 题，共 40 分)

1. What is a “pidgin”? How is it different from a “creole”? (5 分)

2. Try to differentiate derivational affixes and inflectional affixes with at least 3 examples for each term. (10 分)

3. The following tree structure was left incomplete. Fill in an appropriate sentence that would fit the structure (with one appropriate word for each blank). (5 分)

```
S
 /     \
NP   VP
 /     /
Det N  V NP
 /  /    /
that S  that
 /     /   /
NP  NP  VP
 /  /    /    /
Det N  V  P PP
        /    /
        Det N
```

( Fill in each of the blanks above with a single word to form a meaningful and grammatical sentence. )

4. A number of bilingual models have been practiced in the ESL contexts. Since English has been introduced in elementary schools in Taiwan, discuss the possibility of employing the effective elements of each bilingual model in the EFL context. (10 分)

5. What English literacy skills are required for elementary pupils in Taiwan? Identify the factors that may impact on their development of English literacy skills. (10 分)

※本試題紙請隨答案卷繳回※
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